1. Introduction. Throughout this paper D and J denote integral domains (with identity) having quotient fields K and L, respectively, and such that D C J. If L = K we say that J is an overring of D. In the case when J = K Gilmer has shown in [2] is contained in the quotient field of Z) [[A] ]. This led, in [1] , to the consideration of the equivalence of statements (a)-(d) below. Statement (e) is included for future reference. In general the implications (a) <-» (b) -> (c) -> (d) hold [1, Proposition 2.1] and it is shown in [1] that conditions (a)-(d) are equivalent if D is Noetherian [1, Theorem 2.5] , if D is root closed [1, Theorem 1.6] , if K is countably generated as a ring over D [1, Theorem 2.4] , or if J is a quotient overring of D [1, Theorem 1.10] . Whether (a)-(d) are equivalent in general is an open question. In this paper we wish to remove the assumption that J is an overring of D and, since clearly (d) -> (e), we wish to strengthen the basic question asked in [1] (1) L is algebraic over K, [K0: K] is finite, and if D0 is any integral domain such that D Ç D0 Q J and D0 has quotient field containing K0, then for each subset {Íi}T=i °f J there exists a nonnegative integer m and a nonzero element d in D such that dif €E D0for each positive integer i. (2) There exists a nonnegative integer m and a finite integral extension D0 = D[9] of D such that K0 = K(0) , D0 has quotient field K0, D0 Ç J, and (
that J[[X]] is an overring of D[[X]\ if and only if D " i(«,
§2 is devoted primarily to the proof of the key result of this paper, Theorem 2.1, which gives necessary conditions in order that (5) of (1.2) hold. In §3 it is shown that (1) <-> (2) -> (3) -^ (4) -> (5) and sufficient conditions are given on D and J in order that (l)-(5) be equivalent. In particular, (l)-(5) are shown to be equivalent if D is Noetherian (Theorem 3.9), if D is integrally closed (Theorem 3.10), if the quotient field K of D is countably generated as a ring over D (Theorem 3.11) , if D has Krull dimension one (Theorem 3.12), or if J is a quotient overring of some finite integral extension of D (Theorem 3.14). In [3] Throughout the paper D* = D \ (0), K0 denotes the maximal, separable extension of K in L [6, p. 123] , and p denotes the characteristic of D if D has nonzero characteristic while p = 1 if D has characteristic zero. If L/K is algebraic then L/K0 is purely inseparable and we say that L has finite exponent over K0 if there exists a nonnegative integer n such that Lp" ç K0 [6, p. 123] . 2. Main theorem. In §3 we will give several conditions under which (l)- (5) of (1.2) are equivalent. In view of Proposition 3.7 it will suffice to show that (5) -> (1) and our first result, Theorem 2.1, is the key result in this direction, for it gives necessary conditions in order that (5) such that GCS) = 0. In GCS) we wish to examine the coefficients of selected powers of A and thus obtain polynomial equations in the £,. In order to simplify the description of the desired coefficients we first reduce, via Lemma In order that we may simultaneously consider the casesp = 1 and/? > 1, in our next result, Lemma 2.2, we consider a situation somewhat more general than that described above. Namely, for each positive integer /', let 'S, be a countable (perhaps finite) subset of XB [[X}] indexed by the set A;. Set <S = j £, %A » U ,*, A,. 
Let y0 E A(A(i)) be such that wx(Yo) = 77A(a0) for each X E A(j). If we write gyo = 2,,sA(a<'>) dr¡Yr> e. A, [[yA<"] ] then d0 = aao and for r¡ E A(A(s)) each nonzero dv is one of the coefficients aa of G(F). If gyo(<S^) = 0 then d0 = -2"eA(A<")x(P) 4,(*WF and since o(f) > 1 for/ E ff« this contradicts that o(dQ) < o(dv) for each nonzero dn. Therefore gyoCSis)) ¥= 0 so if we set cy = gy('3rW) for each y E A(A(i)) then we obtain a nonzero power series G,(F) = 2yeA(A(j))cyF1' E ii.UffWfflr^J such that G0(s)) = 0. Clearly, dp > 1 and tT\(a) < p for each À E A and for each a E A(A) such that aa ¥= 0, then 7TA(y) < p for each À E A(J) and for each y E A(A(i)) such that cy # 0. The existence of G, allows us to choose a minimal subset {/■"..., rr} of {1, . . . , s} for which there exists a nonzero power series //,(F In Lemma 2.5 we consider the coefficient of A^ in //(/). If g(X) = 2°10 ¿>,AX' and if a is a nonnegative integer then g(a) denotes the truncation 2"=0 b¡XXi of g. The following observation is easily proved by induction on k (cf. [1, 3.2] ) and will be useful in the proof of Lemma 2.5. We note that Lemma 2.5 is a slightly altered version of Lemma 3.1 of [1] and our proof parallels that given in [1] . Lemma 2.5. With notation as above let {&,}"_, be a fixed set of positive integers such that t < k¡ < • • ■ < kn and set ¡u." = vk + • • • + vk . If <j> is the coefficient of AM" in H(f) then <b determines polynomials {<i>,}"_0 «"«" {"Mz-o' sucn tnat $ ~ $n «"«" the following conditions hold:
(1) For 0 < m < n, <¡>m + l = <¡>Jkm+¡ + ^m. (2) For 0 < m < n, <$>m is a polynomial in A[{y¡j\Q < /' < ¡in, 0 < / < um}, Sic ] and is independent of the choice of km+l, . . . , kn.
(3) For 0 < m < n, \pm is a polynomial in A[{y¡j\0 < i < p^, 0 < / < ¡J.m+l), $"■•-, £k -J which has total degree one in the ytj and total degree not greater than Hn in the Jj. Proof. Let <f>sn denote the coefficient of AM" in aj'. If s > n" then o(f) > ¡in so <psn = 0. Thus, we assume that 0 < s < fin. Clearly the coefficient of AM" in //(/) is <$>n = S^Iq <t>s" so the lemma follows if we prove that each </>in determines polynomials {<t>si}"=0 and {^}jjfj that satisfy conditions (l)- (3) and have the property that <j>s0 = 0 if s ¥= n while cf>"0 = n\yn0. For the remainder of the proof we are, therefore, interested only in the coefficient of AMn in ajs. Thus, we fix s and drop it from the notation <j>si and tyM. The following result will simplify the process of describing the polynomials {<i>,}"_0 and {i//(}"^¿.
(2.6) For s < n and n -s < m < n and for s > n and 1 < m < n set Pm ( By assumption vk +1 > (kn + 1)[1 + S*i, v¡] > ¡in so in determining the coefficient of AM" in ajs it suffices to consider (a,), }f^k) = Pn(X); that is, <¡>n is the coefficient of A*1-in F"(A). If s < n and n -s <m<n or if s>n and 1 < m < n then let cbm denote the coefficient of X*m in Pm(X). It is an immediate consequence of (2.6) that <i>m+1 = <>mf* + «/v, where <pmÇk is the coefficient of A'*™*' = A-A.+,,*"+i in FJAK^aC, and t//m is the coefficient of X*-*> in ßm(A). Thus,
(1) of Lemma 2.5 is satisfied by the polynomials 4>m+), <¡>m, and t//m. If m < n then Fm(A) is clearly independent of the choice of km+l, . . . , kn and, hence, so is <#>m. It is straightforward to see that <¡>m E D[{ysj}fz0, £,,..., f¿J so (2) of Lemma 2.5 holds. That (3) holds for the polynomials \¡im is immediate from (2.6).
If í < n we have determined polynomials {<¡>¡}"="_¡¡ and {^i}"ZJ,-s while for s > n we have determined polynomials {<>,}"=, and {V/,}7=i that satisfy (l)- (3) with total degree one in the ynj and total degree not greater than ju" in the $,. We set <b0 = n\yn0 and the proof of Lemma 2.5 is complete.
Let {f,}°l| be a subset of B and for each positive integer n set S" = (g(A) = 2fi, a,AA'|o(g) > /? and for each i > t, a, E A[$x, . . . , f,] with total degree n in f" . . . , S,}. If g = 2", «,**' S S,,, and A = 2£, ß,X* E S"2 we say that h dominates g provided nt < n2 and y, > 2)_, X, for /' > max{j, /}. Set £ = In ¿>, = '2.fm.oyiJXJ*N = h/(X, {c7x}Aer) suppose we consider a monomial q™' ■ ■ ■ qx/-If <7x, G ®«, then o(qx) > «, so ¿»(o™1 • • • qxr) > 2¿=1 n,w,-Clearly then, only those monomials such that 2;=1 nimi < ft + A can contribute to yy for 0 </ < ft. Since the coefficients of qx have total degree n¡ in the £,, the coefficients of the monomial «a™1 ' ' ' a\' have total degree 2¿=1 n,m, < ft + A in the £,. Consequently,^,-, has total degree at most ft + N in ?" ..., ?^_, so "«//", has total degree at most J"w + /Wi + A < 2ft, + A in f" . . . , &_,. Since /c" = /: + «-w-1</c + /j we have ^+" > (* + «)(l + 2*=;_1 v¡) > N + 22^-,""' ", > A + 2ft. If we take Proof. Applying Theorem 2.1 we get nonnegative integers m and n and a nonzero element d in D such that dif is a polynomial in D^ip", . . . , if x] with degree at most^my<: + n in the £,. In particular, dif = dhAp"'^+")if E £>". Suppose we have shown that dh¿p"y-+")Íp'" E D0 for 1 < f < k -1. Since /i*_,(pmy*_1 + ") > h,(Pmy, + n) for 1 < / < A: -1 we have rf'k-'ü»"*-!*.)^" e £>Q. It follows that [¿^-KíVuY's^g^,
Since YÄ+" > Y*-i+« we have h^p^^) > Pmyk + nhk-ÁPkm-i + n) + L so rfW"*">#" E ¿V Corollary 2.11. //D0 is ai /'« Theorem 2.1 then for each subset {i¡}T-t of B there exists a nonzero element d in D and a sequence {ni}f_x of positive integers such that (diY' E D0 for each i.
Proof. Applying Corollary 2.10 to the set {^khkip Y")}"=i we get nonnegative integers m and n and a nonzero element dx in D such that dxt{pmyk*")Í^mhk(pk''u) E D0 for each k. In particular, if k > max{/n, n) then (dxik)p"'hk(pk''^) E D0. If d2 is any nonzero element of D such that d2ip"'h'ip'y2,} E £>0 for 1 < / < max{ w, «} then Corollary 2.11 follows with d = dxd2 and «* = pmhk(pky2k).
In some of our later results we shall wish to choose D0 to meet certain conditions. Our next remark will allow us to do this. Remark 2.12. Let D and J0 be integral domains with quotient fields K and Kq, respectively, and suppose that K0/K is a finite separable extension. Then there exists 9 E K0 such that K0 = K(0) (5) are equivalent. To show that (l)- (5) of (1.2) are equivalent for the integral domains A and B, where A c B, it suffices, in view of Proposition 3.7, to show that (5) -»(1). Our basic approach is to reduce to the case in which B is an overring of A (that is, A and B have the same quotient field) and apply the results of [1] , as restated below, to show that (a) of (1.1) . In order to show that the domains D and J satisfy (I) of (1.2) [respectively, (a) o/ (1.1)] it suffices to show that (1) [respectively, (a)] holds for each subset {£,}°i, of B.
Our next several results, (3.2)-(3.6), will facilitate the reduction to the case in which B is an overring of A. In this case several instances are given in [1] in which conditions (a)-(d) of (1.1) To see that (2) [3] are essentially summarized in [3, Corollary 4.2] and may be restated as follows. Our next result, Theorem 3.9, shows that (l)- (5) of (1.2) are equivalent for Noetherian domains and extends (3.8) to Noetherian domains. (1) of (1.2). In particular, it follows from Proposition 3.7 that (l)- (5) are equivalent.
(2) -> (i). Let D0 and m be as in (2) . Thus, D0 has quotient field K0 and Jp" C K0. If we set /), = D0[Jpm] then D <z Dx Qj, Dx has quotient field K0, and J""" Ç Dx. To show that (i) holds it suffices to show that />, is finitely generated as a F>-module. Thus, let {A,} ?L, be a subset of Dx and let M be the Z)-module generated by {À,}°t,. By (2) there exists a nonzero element d in D such that {dXi}f_x C D0. Thus, dM is a submodule of the Noetherian D-module D0 and, hence, dM is finitely generated. It follows that M, and therefore Dx, is finitely generated as a D-module.
Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.15, Lemma 3.3(1) , and Theorems 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.14. We conclude by proving the equivalence of stronger versions of conditions (3)- (5) 
